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Rules for Planning 

At a couple of companies I have had to develop sets of rules around planning for the Team.  The 

need for the rules was driven by the Team.  I have always had dynamic, cross trained and 

empowered Teams, but not always when I started, and admittedly not always when I left.  

Sometimes I had Teams of idiots, and sometimes the dreaded team of infighting idiots.  While 

not all of them were idiots, it really only takes only a handful to idiot the whole.  Just like Donny 

Osmond knew that only one bad apple did not spoil the whole bunch girl, I knew that three or 

four could fuck things up pretty good. 

So prior to whacking, there were sometimes periods where I was the daddy and just slammed in 

rules that were relevant.  I want to write about them and share them with you for several reasons.   

First, I think they can help some materials or supply chain managers who are struggling to get 

their teams focused and in line.  Select the rules that make sense, and apply them to the team.  

Send them a list so they know what the rules are.  When a team member comes in to complain 

about something, check to see what the rule is.  If there is not one, make one. Overtime, the 

repeated application of the rules should minimize the disruptive episodes from you team.  This 

will help isolate the idiots and make it easier to see who your stars are. 

The second reason I want to write about them is because I know, somewhere, probably many 

somewheres, there are idiots who are at the director level or above who, if they find these rules 

and in particular if they are desperate, will glom on to these rules and stuff them down the throats 

of supply chain people everywhere.  They will claim them as their own, and insist on blind 

obedience to the rules, regardless of whether they have any application at all at your site. 

Now allow me to digress.  When I was trying to explain baseball to my wife because she was 

frustrated about being left out of the conversation with my friends, it did not go so good.  She did 

not get it, and was stressing.  Finally I told her to just mutter “Man, the DH rule just sucks” and 

to sit back and let all the boys chime in. She never learned a lick more about baseball, and I 

doubt she knows what a DH is, but my friends all think I am married pretty darn good to a 

female baseball fan. 

This leads directly to the third reason for writing these rules down.  I believe in the hands of sales 

or marketing people, these rules can be “parroted” back at supply chain.  No matter how silly the 

people, they can memorize a few words that are disruptive and shift the power balance, however 

subtly.  In the right meeting, they can sound smart, and sit back and wait for the supply chain guy 

to say something.  Then they can lob another.  After three or four rounds, they will demonstrate 

not just superior sales and marketing sense, but an acute knowledge of supply chain as well.  

You poor supply chain bastards are screwed! 

So what leads me to wanting reasons two and three to exist?  I am in supply chain so I should be 

on your side right?  I am a brother right?  I am on your side, right? 
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ABSOLUTELY!  I want you to win, to emerge victorious in your scuffles with idiots in sales, 

and to be the leaders in your organizations.  I know how tough it is, and I want to help.   

But I also want your money.  So to get me to pull these rules from this website a BUNCH of you 

are going to have to send me money, and not just 20 bucks.  I am looking for some serious coin 

here people.  MOOOOO LAAA! 

And here are the rules.  Send money or suck the high teat!  I love you guys….suck it baby, suck 

it good. 

General Notes 

1. All rules can be changed. 

2. Follow all rules or cause them to be changed. 

3. We can impact every single issue that comes up, but we do need to prioritize based on data. 

4. There is a difference between activity and impact. 

5. Our PMP depends on what we impact. 

6. We all gotta suck the high teat sometime! 

7. Everybody has to be reasonable in all debates.  Make sure you ask yourself “would a reasonable 

person agree with this”?  Does not apply if you are a high ranking sociopath though. 

 

Planning 

8. Final Assemblies are not to be auto-released. 

9. All orders are to be released 2 days prior to start date in assembly, to allow for pick times. 

10. One day release on expedited orders is allowed, but the Planners need to check availability of 

materials, and own the “walk through” of the expedited order. 

11. When releasing work orders we should fill each day before moving to the next day, and try and 

fill 3 days ahead of the shop and no more than 5 days filled. 

12. The goal is to finish planning for the following week by Wednesday of the current week.  We are 

not here yet and Lean will change this goal. 

13. The work order compliance goal is 100%. 

14. We do not move work orders simply to improve the metrics. 

15. We do move work orders to improve ATP. 

16. When requested to move a work order due to capacity, we need a capacity recovery plan from the 

factory. 

17. The Factory is expected to be proactive in requests to move work orders (before they are past 

due). 

18. Work Order dates must be maintained. 

19. Safety Stocks are set by Planners after discussion with the Materials Manager for the appropriate 

value stream. 

20. The CDC has a strong stake in Safety Stocks and can and should debate and challenge them to 

test the logic of the decision. 

21. If changes are going to impact Plant Operations, the manufacturing team needs to be well inside 

the loop. 

 

STO Maintenance 

22. Cupcakeland Planners own STOs through receipt in the CDC. 
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23. Planners need to maintain their dates on STOs. 

24. The manual firming dates need to be maintained. 

25. I like to firm things manually if you know what I mean.  I am firming it now. 

 

Customer Shortage Report 

26. Planners need to update the customer shortage report faithfully, all the time.  Although I know 

they won‟t. 

27. The customer service goal is 100% of Cupcakeland products in stock, all the time, with limited 

exceptions. 

28. High teat and jimmies sounds erotically good to me. 

 

Pricing Discrepancies 

29. Price increases from suppliers without prior notification are not accepted and the suppliers need 

to be informed by the Buyer/Planner to continue to produce until negotiations are completed with 

Sourcing. 

30. In the event the supplier refuses to continue production, if the price changes on an immediate 

need item and causes a PPV variance, Buyer Planners can place the order as long as the PPV 

variance is not greater than $500. 

31. What constitutes a good high teat?  Is it a firmness thing? 

32. All PPV approvals should have an e-mail sent to the Sourcing Buyer alerting them to the change 

because they may whine if you don‟t. 

33. If the variance is greater than $500, and the supplier is refusing to continue production, the issue 

needs to be elevated immediately to the Sourcing Buyer, Sourcing Manager, and Materials 

Manager for immediate attention—primarily a phone call to someone higher in the supplier‟s 

organization to insist on shipment during pricing negotiations.   

34. Forward based buyer planners will maintain a sheet similar the no source listing the item, the $ 

amount of the order, PPV impact, and supplier and forwarded to Sourcing weekly. 

35. What does sucking the high teat mean anyway? 

36. The goal is always to not impact customer service, with live customer orders receiving a high 

degree of attention. 

37. If lead time on an existing contracted item changes, the Buyer Planner changes the system to 

reflect it in both the contract and MRP2. 

38. All Purchase Orders are to be generated at lead time, giving suppliers lead time.  Requests to 

expedite can be made, and added to the header. 

39. The supplier gets evaluated based on their performance to lead time.  Pretty ones have better lead 

times, I do not know why it just always works that way.  All changes on contracted items are to 

be logged and forwarded to Sourcing each week with the change noted. 

40. Forward based buyers own delivery issues. 

41. WACHQ (WHINEY ASS CORPORATE HQ) Sourcing Buyers own establishing the Sources, 

contracts, and pricing negotiations. 

42. Chronic Suppliers get escalated for resourcing. 

 

Planner Lead Times 

43. Planned Lead times must always start with a review of actual delivery times. 

44. Use the LEAD_TIME work instruction to get the data on Actual Delivery performance. 
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45. When using Actual Delivery time to set a lead time, if you know something specific that causes 

you to want to set it at a different range, you can, but note why you set it different then 

demonstrated. 

46. Look at lead time by supplier first then part number. 

47. Sometimes I think pretty people have it too easy, so if they are a supplier, I try and lower their 

scores by artificial means and unfair rules.  If for some reason I am thinking about Junior High 

School, their scores can get really bad.  Fuck „em. 

48. In general, don‟t change a lead time just because a supplier says they can do better.  Make them 

prove it or explain in detail why you should be very, very confident. 

49. When you have a supplier with multiple deliveries and a wide range of actual delivery times, look 

at the average but also consider throwing out any that just look odd.  There are a lot of 

aberrations. 

50. Look at the average time, but if there is a cluster slightly above it, set it there. 

 

Minimum Lot sizes 

51. If it is under $500 and less than 3 months supply, order 3 months worth at a time. 

52. If it is less than $500 and more than 6 months supply but less than 12 months, talk to your 

supervisor. 

53. So what is a high teat? 

54. In general low value, easy to store items should be ordered in larger lot sizes then high volume, 

higher $ products. 

55. In general, lumpy demand items should be ordered in larger lot sizes than repetitive demand items 

(don‟t order 30 a week if the customer buys 60 at a time). 

 

Managing Exception messages/Reschedules 

56. You must review your exception messages at least weekly. 

  

 

 


